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Summary
In this thesis we report large-sale omputer simulations of a set of arbon materi-als seleted for their sienti� and tehnologial interest: graphite, single-walled anddouble-walled nanotube bundles, nano-foams, and lathrates. Atomisti omputersimulations enable us to investigate mirosopi and marosopi properties of thesearbon materials in a wide range of temperatures and pressures, providing piees ofinformation whih are urrently di�ult to obtain in other ways.The equation of state of graphite. The knowledge of the high-temperature high-pressure equation of state is relevant in di�erent �elds, in partiular for the design ofgraphite-based strong, interalated, and heat-resistant materials.In hapter 2 we report an extensive study of the equation of state of graphite. First weshow that our model of graphite reprodues with high auray the equation of stateof graphite in the pressure-temperature range where experimental data are available.We then extended the equation of state to an unexplored regime, up to temperaturesof 4000 K and pressures of 20 GPa, providing also a parameterization of the data andan estimate of the bulk moduli and their derivative at di�erent temperatures. Wealso �nd a sublimation temperature of about 3000 K at zero pressure.The melting of graphite. The melting temperature of graphite and its dependeneon pressure is a highly debated topi in arbon siene and high pressure physis.In hapter 3 we alulate the melting line of graphite aording to the LCBOPII modelof arbon interation, �nding a melting temperature of 4250±50 K for all pressures upto 20 GPa. This result is only slightly below (∼ 10%) the most ommonly aeptedexperimental values and represents a signi�ant improvement over the results givenby LCBOPI+, the predeessor of LCBOPII.To alulate the melting line we had to adapt the standard thermodynami integrationsheme to the ase of graphite, whih presented signi�ant numerial di�ulties dueto its layered struture. To this end, we developed a general multi-referene approahthat allows for an e�ient thermodynami integration of layered strutures and otheromplex systems omposed by weakly bound sub-systems.We also simulated the strutural and the dynami properties of liquid arbon aroundand above the melting temperature by means of LCBOPII and ab initio moleulardynamis. We show that the di�usion in liquid arbon follows an Arrhenius law, andwe estimate the ativation energy of the di�usive proess.119



On the graphitization of SWCNT bundles. Single-walled arbon nanotubes(SWCNT) may self-assemble in bundles, whih undergo a strutural phase transitionunder the e�et of high pressure and temperature. Although some piees of informa-tion are present in the literature, the omplete reation phase diagram of the SWCNTbundles is unknown, and the understanding of the transformation mehanisms is stillat a speulative stage.In hapter 4 we studied the bulk stability of ideal, defet-free, mono-disperse bundlesof (5,5) and (10,10) SWCNT, whih are representative of small-radii and ordinarynanotube bundles.We found that (10,10) bundles are not stable at high pressures and temperatures:they transform to graphite for temperatures above 1000 K and pressures of the orderof the GPs. The transformation mehanism depends on temperature. Below 2000 K,the tubes �rst ollapse, then start to interlink with eah other, and �nally transformto graphite via a row-by-row oalesene proess. We all this a �ollapse-driven�transformation. Above 2000K inter-tube bonds appear �rst, quikly leading to theollapse and the row-by-row oalesene of the tubes. In this ase, we have a �bond-driven� transformation.For the (5,5) bundles the senario is more omplex. At low pressure they are un-stable for temperatures above T=1500 K due to a oalesene proess that leadsto jammed graphiti strutures. At high-pressure and high-temperature, small-radiiSWCNT bundles seem easier to graphitize than larger ones. The graphitization hap-pens through the oalesene of nearby tubes, whih happens without their ollapseas an intermediate step.On the stability of DWCNT bundles and foams. Little is known about the high-pressure high-temperature phase diagram of double-walled arbon nanotube (DWCNT)bundles.In this hapter 5 we investigated the stability of a (5,5)�(10,10) DWCNT bundle,whih is a model for real mass-produed DWCNT bundles. We show that above 2500K the bundle transforms into graphite by applying a pressure of the order of a fewGPa. The transition pressure depends heavily on the temperature, dereasing fromabout 13 GPa at 2500 K to 2 GPa at 4000 K, and the transformation mehanismseems to be not unique, and to involve a omplex rearrangement of arbon material.At temperatures of 1500-2000 K and pressures above 15 GPa, our sample transformsinto a non-rystalline, porous, graphiti struture, that has the harateristi of ahigh-density arbon nano foam, whih appear to be mehanially stable, both at highand low-temperature. We provide the equation of state and bulk modulus of the ar-bon nano foam. We speulate that the sp3 defets of these strutures may at as aseed for a further transformation of the foam into ubi or hexagonal diamond whena higher pressure and a longer time-sale are onsidered.
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Carbon lathrate at high pressure. Clathrates are an interesting family of solidswith a age-like struture, whih have a great potential for tehnologial appliations,aording to ab initio simulation. At present, however, the arbon lathrate is still ahypothetial material.In hapter 6 we addressed the thermal stability of the arbon lathrate by alulatingthe equation of state up to high pressure and temperature. In our model, we observespontaneous melting for temperatures between 4500 K at 0 GPa and 5500 K at 30GPa. This is a strong indiation of the stability of arbon lathrates at high tem-perature, and suggests that it ould be possible to nuleate them from high-pressureliquid arbon. We also provide estimates for the radial distribution funtion andfor thermodynami properties suh as the bulk modulus and the oe�ient of linearexpansion.
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